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• Math 123 Exam 1 SROW ALL WORK Name

1. Suppose that a survey of 1200ARC students found that 67% of them drive to school.
Identify that sample and the implied population.
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2. Suppose that a census found that 81% of all American adults have a TV in their
bedroom. Is this a statistic or aparamet;;::?"Explain.
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-1 4. Identify the level of measurement for the year in which you started attending ARC.
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5. To take a random sample of students at ARC, you get an alphabetized list of students,
then take every 100th name from the list. Identify the sampling technique used.
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• 6. The following data gives the number of people served at a restaurant over the last 24
days:
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a. Build a frequency distribution table using five classes. You must include class limits,
class boundaries and frequencies, but NOT midpoints or cumulative frequencies.
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• b. Use your table to build a frequency histogram. Be sure to label clearly. DO NOT
label the vertical axis as "frequency." Be more specific. DO NOT use midpoints.
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c. Write a sentence that explains the meaning of the second bar of your histogram. Your

response should include the words "people" and "days."
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(b + I.SL1Q Ie) -::;.'to L{ 0 1- :, S (d-l D ) c: lOY S(• Find the median and mode of the data given in the stemplot, identify any outliers and

describe the shape of the distribution.
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8. Use the weighted mean formula to find the GPA for someone who got an A in a 3
unit class, a B in a 5 unit class and a C in a 4 unit class.
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Find the sample standard deviation for this data: 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. For credit, you must
show your work using a table as in class. X -= l.( -I- {p +-, , ,+- 10
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10. Two groups of people were asked to compete in a 10 km running race. The first group
consisted of a random sample of all ARC students, while the second group consisted
of a random sample of only members of the ARC running team. Which group would
you expect to have the larger standard deviation in their finish times? EXPlain,. A J--. _/ ..1.-:.
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11.A sample of the hourly pay rate of randomly chosen ARC student workers yielded the
data below. Which measure of central tendency (i.e. "average") would be the best
choice to describe the data? Explain.

12. Is it possible to score only 10% on an exam and yet have your score be the 99th
percentile? Explain very clearly, using the definition of percentile.
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13. You scored 60 points on an exam for which the mean was 70 and the standard

deviation was 5. Your friend scored 70 on an exam for which the mean was 82 and
the standard deviation was 12. Who did better as compared to the rest of their class?
Explain, using z-scores.
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14. Suppose that weights of grizzly bears follow a bell-shaped distribution with mean 400
pounds and standard deviation 50 pounds. What percent of all grizzly bears would
you expect to weigh between 250 and 400 pounds? Use the Empirical Rule.
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